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Abstract
The objective of this work was to investigate heat storage in a heat storage unit utilizing a
phase change material (PCM). This included finding an optimal geometry for heat transfer
from the heat storage unit to the surroundings, finding an effective thermal conductivity
of the PCM, and combine these in an overall PCM heat storage model. The advantage of
using a PCM is that the PCM can store large amounts of heat in liquid phase as latent
heat. This will contribute to a stable heat release to the surroundings.
Methods for enhancing the heat transfer from a PCM heat storage unit to the surroundings
were studied. The research considered both free convection and radiation heat transfer.
Further objectives were to find a suitable geometry of fins for heat rejection to the sur-
roundings. Heat transfer from two different fin arrangements to the surroundings were
investigated, a fin array and fin channels. The dimensions of the geometries were opti-
mized. Both geometries showed satisfying results, but it was concluded that fin channels
were preferable to a fin array.
A heat storage unit was investigated experimentally. The experiments considered two
different setups, supplying heat to the heat storage units top surface, and supplying heat
to the bottom surface. The results were compared to results from numerical simulations.
The heat storage unit heated from the top surface showed good agreement compared to
results from numerical simulations. The heat storage unit heated from below proved that
heat transfer by free convection in the liquid phase had a significant impact on the melting
pace of the PCM. The comparison with results from numerical simulations did however
not show an immediate agreement.
The effective thermal conductivity of the PCM was found based on the experiments and
compared to literature values. An uncertainty analysis was performed on the obtained
effective conductivity. The results showed that the method employed for studying the
effective conductivity was inaccurate.
An overall heat storage model was developed to combine heat supply, heat storage and
heat distribution. The simulations were performed using PCM as well as PCM with
aluminium foam to enhance the heat distribution in the heat storage unit and the heat
transfer rate to the surroundings. The heat supplied to the heat storage unit was based
v
on calculations of batch combustion of wood. The results showed that none of the tests
for the PCM heat storage unit, or the optimization of the PCM heat storage unit, reached
the requirements of heat transfer to the surroundings set for the model. The length of
the PCM heat storage unit was also proved to be excessive.
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Sammendrag
Målet for dette arbeidet var å undersøke varmelagring i et varmelager som benytter et
faseendringsmateriale (phase change material, PCM). Arbeidet innebar å finne en opti-
mal geometri for varmeoverføring fra varmelageret til omgivelsene. En effektiv termisk
konduktivitet for PCM ble også funnet. Disse funnene ble kombinert i en komplett PCM
varmelagrings modell. Fordelen med å bruke et faseendringsmateriale i kombinasjon med
en vedovn er at et faseendringsmateriale kan lagre store mengder varme i flytende fase
som latent varme. Dette vil bidra til en mer stabil og jevn varmeavgivelse til omgivelsene.
Metoder for forbedring av varmeoverføring fra et PCM varmelager til omgivelsene ble
studert. Studien tar for seg varmetransport med både frikonveksjon og stråling. En av
oppgavene var å finne en egnet finnegeometri som best mulig sikrer en jevn effektavgivelse
til omgivelsene. Varmeoverføring fra to ulike finnegeometrier til omgivelsene ble undersøkt
og dimensjonene deres optimalisert. Begge geometriene viste gode resultater, men det ble
bestemt at finnekanalen var det beste valget.
Det ble gjennomført eksperimentelle målinger på et PCM varmelager. Forsøkene testet
to forskjellige oppsett hvor varme ble tilført varmelageret fra topp, og fra bunn. Resul-
tatene ble sammenlignet med resultater fra numeriske beregninger. Varmelageret som ble
varmet fra topp viste gode resultater sammenlignet med resultater fra numeriske bereg-
ninger. Resultatene fra varmelageret som ble varmet fra bunn viste at varmeoverføring ved
frikonveksjon i væskefasen har en betydelig innvirkning på smeltetempoet til faseendrings-
materialet. Resultatene ble sammenlignet med resultater fra numeriske beregninger, men
disse viste imidlertid ikke noen umiddelbar overenstemmelse.
Den effektive termiske konduktiviteten til faseendringsmaterialet ble bestemt på grunnlag
av forsøkene og sammenlignet med litteraturverdier. En usikkerhetsanalyse ble gjennom-
ført for den målte termiske konduktiviteten. Resultatene viste at metoden som benyttes
for å bestemme den effektive konduktiviteten var unøyaktig.
En komplett beregningsmodell for varmetilførsel, lagring og varmeavgivelse fra et PCM
varmelager ble utarbeidet. Et varmeavgivelsesprofil fra en vedovn ble brukt som varmetil-
førsel. Simuleringene ble utført for PCM og PCM med aluminiumskum. Ved å bruke alu-
miniumskum sammen med et PCM kan man forbedre varmefordelingen i materialet og
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varmeoverføringen til omgivelsene. Resultatene viste at ingen av testene for PCM varme-
lager eller optimalisering av PCM-lageret oppnådde de krav som stilles til varmeoverføring
fra varmelageret, og lengden på lageret ble vist å være overdreven.
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Notation
A area, (m2)
Ac cross-sectional area, (m2)
Cp specific heat capacity, (kJ/kgK)
Dh hydraulic diameter, (m)
G irradiation, (W/m2)
g gravitational force, (m/s2)
Gr Grashof number
H fin height, (m)
Hsl latent heat, (kJ/kg)
h convection heat transfer coefficient, (W/mK)
J radisoity, (W/m2)
k thermal conductivity, (W/m2K)
L characteristic length, (m)
m˙ mass flow, (kg/s)
Nu Nusselt number
NTU number of transfer units
P perimeter, (m)
p pressure, (N/m2)
Pr Prandtl number
Q heat transfer rate, (W)
q heat flux, (W/m2)
Ra Rayleigh number
Re Reynolds number
S fin spacing, (m)
T temperature, (K)
xc critical location for transition to turbulence, (m)
ix
Greek symbols
α thermal diffusivity, (m2/s)
β volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, (K−1)
ε porosity; heat exchanger effectiveness
η similarity variable
ηf fin efficiency
µ viscosity, (kg/sm)
ν kinematic viscosity, (m2/s)
ρ density, (kg/m3)
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Subscripts
amb ambient
b base
c cross-sectional; cold fluid
ch channel
conv convection
eff effective
f fluid; fin
h hot fluid
L characteristic length
l liquid
lm log mean condition
m mean value, mutual
max maximum
por porous media
rad radiation
s solid
sur surroundings
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
This master’s thesis is part of a study involving research and development of the next
generation wood stoves adapted to energy efficient buildings. The study is a continuation
of project work conducted during the spring of 2014 [15].
New houses and buildings as well as upgrading of old houses have increased the focus on
improved insulation to reduce the heat loss to the air outside. This will set new demands
for the heating, as the requirement for heating will be reduced. Most wood stoves used
today produce more heat than needed for modern houses. To achieve a more stable heat
release and distribution new solutions must be developed that will combine heat supply,
storage and distribution in an optimum way that current solutions and technologies cannot
offer [12].
A more stable heat release can be achieved with a heat storage unit containing a phase
change material (PCM) used in combination with a wood stove. The advantage of using
a PCM is that the material can store large amounts of heat by melting and solidification.
When heat is added to the material, the material will keep its temperature constant at
the melting temperature of the PCM, and the heat is stored as latent heat, this will
contribute to an even heat release [8].
This work will mainly focus on the investigation of heat storage in a PCM heat storage
unit and heat release from the unit to the surroundings. To ensure that the heat trans-
ferred from the heat storage unit to the surroundings will fulfill the required rate of heat
transfer, fins are added to the surface to increase the surface area, thereby enhancing the
heat transfer rate. To improve the heat distribution inside the storage unit aluminium
foam is added to the PCM. This will enhance the thermal conductivity of the PCM and
cause increased heat storage. The study was performed using experimental and numerical
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methods. The numerical simulations were performed using Comsol Multiphysics.
1.2 Objectives
The overall objective of this study is to investigate heat storage in a PCM heat storage
unit and heat release to the surroundings. This includes the study of a heat distribution
concept for heat transfer from a PCM heat storage unit to the surroundings. Based on
this, a calculation model including the different heat transfer modes will be developed,
where the aim is to achieve an optimum fin geometry for an even heat release.
Experiments will be performed on a heat storage unit utilizing PCM. The experiments
will measure the temperatures of the gradually melting PCM in the storage unit. The
aim of the experiments is to determine the effective thermal conductivity of the PCM and
net heat storage capacity. An uncertainty analysis will be conducted on the measured
thermal conductivity. The results obtained from the experiments will be compared to
results from numerical simulations.
An overall numerical model considering heat supply to the heat storage unit, heat storage
and heat release to the surroundings will be developed. The optimum fin geometry and
the effective thermal conductivity will be implemented in the model. The simulations will
include PCM as well as PCM with aluminium foam for enhanced heat transfer. A heat
flux based on calculations of batch combustion of wood is supplied to the model. The
heat storage unit is to be optimized to meet the requirements for heat transfer.
1.3 Structure
This thesis consists of six chapters and is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents an
introduction and describes the basis for this thesis. Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to
a literature review concerning heat transfer to the surroundings with natural convection
and radiation for different fin geometries and arrangements. Chapter 3 describes an
investigation on finding an optimized heat distribution concept for heat transfer to the
surroundings, where two different fin geometries were studied. Chapter 4 describes the
experiments that were carried out. The results from the experiments were compared to
results from numerical simulations. An uncertainty analysis has been carried out on the
effective thermal conductivity found for the PCM. Chapter 5 presents an overall numerical
model considering heat supply to the heat storage unit, heat storage and heat rejection
to the surroundings. The study is carried out using a model for PCM compared to a
model including PCM with aluminium foam. Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary and
recommendations for further work.
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Chapter 2
Literary review
2.1 Introduction
Increasing the heat transfer coefficient or the surface area of a geometry can enhance
the heat transfer from that surface. The use of extended surfaces like fins is often more
economical, convenient and trouble free. Most devices requiring enhanced heat transfer
add fins to the surface to increase the surface area, and thereby they achieve the required
rate of heat transfer. However, adding fins to a surface will require an optimization of the
fin spacing since adding numerous fins will increase the surface area and it can affect the
heat transfer rate negatively because of resistance to the air flow or causing of boundary
layer interference [14]. Heat distribution from a finned system to the surroundings can
be obtained by using the principles of convection and radiation heat transfer. Radiation
contribution to the total heat transfer rate is quite low due to low emissivity values of
commonly used fin materials, such as aluminum alloys. Experimental data found for free
convection is generally less precise and accurate than for forced convection, owing to the
slower rates of heat transfer and the associated difficulty of taking measurements without
disturbing the process [4].
Several varieties of fin geometries and arrangements have been studied in the literature,
and typical fin analysis can be found in several textbooks [6]. This literary review will
mainly focus on heat transfer with natural convection and radiation for different fin ge-
ometries and arrangements and to what extent different fin arrangements could improve
heat transfer from a surface to the surroundings.
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2.2 Fin arrays
Güvenç and Yüncü [3] performed an experimental investigation on performance of fin
arrays. The investigation considered a vertical base with free convection heat transfer.
They tested several different fin configurations where the main objective of their study
was to obtain an optimum fin geometry for maximum performance of the fin array. They
wanted to investigate the effects the geometric parameters such as fin height, fin spacing
and base-to-ambient temperature difference had on the heat transfer performance of the fin
arrays. They showed that fin spacing is the most significant parameter in the performance
of fin arrays, and for every fin height and base to ambient temperature difference there
exists an optimum value of fin spacing. Higher heat transfer enhancement was obtained
with vertically oriented fins than with horizontally oriented fins for fin arrays of the same
geometry. They compared their results to heat transfer from a vertical plate with no
fins, showing that for all fin arrays the convective heat transfer rate was higher than for
the vertical plate. Their overall conclusion was that heat transfer from an array depends
strongly on the geometry of the fin array, fin height and fin spacing.
Figure 2.1: Fin configuration geometry of Yazicioğlu and Yüncü [14]
Yazicioğlu and Yüncü [14] investigated experimentally heat transfer from aluminum fins.
Figure 2.1 shows the fin configuration they used. The investigation was performed to
extend the data obtained from Güvenç and Yüncü, using the same experimental setup
and method. They performed numerous experiments on different geometries of the fin
array. Their conclusions were the same as for Güvenç and Yüncü. For a given base to
ambient temperature difference, the convective heat transfer rate from fin arrays takes on a
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maximum value as a function of fin spacing, which maximizes the convective heat transfer
rate from the fin array. The results show that the convective heat transfer rate from fin
arrays depends on fin height, fin length, fin spacing and base-to-ambient temperature
difference.
2.3 Pin fin arrays
Mueller and Abu-Mulaweh [6] performed measurements of the temperature along a fin
cooled by natural convection and radiation. They considered a horizontal pin-fin with
cylindrical cross sectional area where one end of the fin was maintained at a constant tem-
perature. The objective of the study was to predict the temperature in a long horizontal
pin-fin using a local heat transfer coefficient that accounted for both natural convection
and radiation. A comparison was made to experimental results and the agreement was
good. Their results showed that heat loss due to radiation was significant and must be
taken into consideration.
Sparrow and Vemuri [11] investigated three different orientations of pin fin arrays, see
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. The three different orientations were (a) horizontal fins on a
vertical baseplate, (b) vertical fins on a horizontal down facing baseplate and (c) vertical
fins on a horizontal upfacing baseplate. The experiments were performed in air and
measured the combined natural convection and radiation heat transfer. They discovered
that when they increased the number of fins while holding all the other parameters at
fixed values the heat transfer rates would first increase reaching a maximum and thereby
decreasing, defining an optimum fin configuration. They found that the vertical upfacing
fin array yielded the highest heat transfer rates, followed by the horizontal fin array and
the vertical down facing fin array.
Figure 2.2: Investigated orientations of pin-fin arrays of Sparrow and Vemuri [11]
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Sparrow and Vemuri used a configuration of multiple pin fins on a base plate as seen
in Figure 2.3, and for three different orientations, compared to Güvenç and Yüncü, and
Yazicioğlu and Yüncü, who tested different numbers of fins along a vertical base plate
in one direction (see Figure 2.1). When they increased the number of fins the heat
transfer rate would first increase reaching a maximum and thereby decreasing, defining
an optimum. They all achieved good results, and similar behaviour of the heat transfer
rate. Although Güvenç and Yüncü [3], and Yazicioğlu and Yüncü [14] performed the
experiments taking only the convective heat transfer effects into account.
Figure 2.3: Assembly of fins showing 18-fin and 68-fin arrays [11]
2.4 Effect of radiation on free convection heat transfer
Natural convection in air is generally accompanied by radiation heat transfer. For a finned
system that is essentially isothermal, the natural convection and radiation heat transfer
are decoupled and are additive. This is the case if the radiation or the free convection
heat transfer is so small that it does not affect the fin efficiency [11].
Rammohan Rao and Venkateshan [10] investigated experimentally and numerically the
interaction of free convection and radiation in horizontal fin arrays. Their results showed
the effects of changing parameters such as emissivity of the fin surface, fin spacing, fin
height and base temperature. They also studied some of the earlier literature on this
topic to look at the coupling between radiation and free convection, as they thought this
coupling had not received the attention it deserved.
In most studies fin arrays are often considered isothermal. This assumption would be
reasonable assumptions for short fins with small fin spacing made of materials of high
conductivity. For tall fins however, the assumption of an isothermal surface is not always
justified. The temperature variation in fins is an interaction between the conduction of the
fin material, as well as natural convection and radiation of the fin surface. Rammohan Rao
and Venkateshan investigation concluded that all previous studies assuming an isothermal
6
fin surface had overestimated the radiative as well as the convective heat transfer. This
means that the interaction between radiation and convection invalidates the additive
approach based on the assumption of decoupled free convection and radiation [10].
This literature review shows that there are many experimental and numerical investiga-
tions concerning heat transfer from fin geometry and arrangements. Not all of the above
mentioned have considered radiation heat transfer in their experiments, although several
have concluded that heat transfer due to radiation from fin arrays are significant.
7
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Chapter 3
Heat rejection model
3.1 Fin geometry
When firing up in a wood stove the effect from the stove will increase rapidly resulting in
a high release of heat. Using a PCM heat storage unit combined with a wood stove will
ensure that the effect peaks will be reduced, causing a lower amount of heat rejected to
the surroundings over a longer period of time. To ensure that the heat transferred from
the heat storage unit to the surroundings will fulfill the required rate of heat transfer,
fins are added to the surface to increase the surface area enhancing the heat transfer rate.
Chapter 2 presents a brief literature review on heat transfer from different fin geometries
and arrangements. On this basis a study has been carried out to find an optimized heat
distribution concept using fins.
A flat plate without fins has proved not to be sufficient for achieving the required heat
transfer. A first approach to the problem is to investigate heat transfer from a simple fin
array. Güvenç and Yüncü [3], and Yazicioğlu and Yüncü [14] received good agreement
with their experimental study; their study form the basis of the comparison of this study.
A second approach is to close off the fin array using a thin plate, creating an array of
multiple fin channels of rectangular cross sectional area. This will create a chimney effect
for heat transfer enhancement. It will also be a more esthetic choice of geometry for
wood stoves used in housing. Figure 3.1 shows the two different fin arrangements to be
optimized and investigated.
There was established a calculation model for heat distribution from the PCM heat storage
unit to the surroundings. The effectiveness of the fin is enhanced by the choice of a
material of high thermal conductivity. The fin material used in this study is therefore
aluminium. Heat transfer to air by natural convection and radiation is considered. Theory
and data from Incropera et al. [5] form the basis of all calculations performed, where most
9
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material properties are calculated using "table-lookup" interpolation. For the calculations
a Matlab computer code was developed and numerical simulations were performed using
Comsol Multiphysics.
(a) The fin array (b) The fin channel
Figure 3.1: The two different fin geometries investigated.
3.1.1 Dimensions and effect requirements
A wood stove with a total heat transfer rate of 4.5 kW will form the basis for this study. It
is assumed that half of the heat will be delivered to the room from the wood stove through
glass doors/windows in the stove. The other half is delivered to the PCM heat storage
unit. The heat transfer rate from the storage unit to the surroundings is determined to
be 600 W.
Three out of four of the wood stoves vertical surfaces will be supplied with a PCM heat
storage unit of equal surface area. The base surfaces will be quadratic, with a length (L)
and width (W) of 0.3 m and a surface area of 0.09 m2. The total surface area of the base
will then be 0.27 m2. As seen from Equation 3.1 below, this will require a heat release
of approximately 2200 W/m2 from the PCM heat storage unit to the surroundings. As
the dimensions of the base is set, the variables to be optimized are the fin height and fin
spacing.
q = 600W0.27m2 ≈ 2200W/m
2 (3.1)
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3.2 Fin array
A study was performed on a fin array with a vertical base, where the fins are of constant
cross sectional area. The study was inspired by the experiments performed by Güvenç
and Yüncü [3], and Yazicioğlu and Yüncü [14] presented in Section 2.2. Figure 3.2 shows
the dimensions of the geometry and cross-sectional area of the fin array. When calculating
heat transfer from the fin surface both natural convection and radiation heat transfer was
considered. As the surface area of the base was already decided, variables to be optimized
were the fin height (H) and fin spacing (S). The study was carried out using empirical
equations from Incropera et al. [5] and Comsol Multiphysics.
Figure 3.2: Fin array and cross-sectional area with dimensions.
3.2.1 Boundary layer calculation for a vertical plate
For vertical channels the buoyancy forces will act to develop motion causing boundary lay-
ers to develop on each surface. For long channels of fin arrays with small spacing boundary
layers developing on opposing surfaces will eventually merge to yield a fully developed con-
dition. Calculations determining the free convection boundary layer is therefore necessary
(p. 566 – 570 in [5]). Considering a vertical plate the Grashof number is
GrL =
gβ(Ts − T∞)L3
ν2
(3.2)
From the Grashof number the flow can be considered laminar or turbulent using the
critical Rayleigh number for vertical plates
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Rax,c = Grx,c Pr =
gβ(Ts − T∞)x3
να
≈ 109 (3.3)
A similarity solution to the foregoing problem has been obtained. The solution involves
transforming variables by introducing a similarity parameter of the form
η ≡ y
x
(
Grx
4
)1/4
(3.4)
From Figure 9.4a in [5], for fully developed velocity profile for a flat plate, y ≈ δ. Hence
δL ≈ ηL(GrL/4)1/4 (3.5)
Where η is found from Figure 9.4a in [5] for different Prandtl numbers.
The solution shows that boundary layer thickness are typically larger for free convection
than for forced convection [5]. Results from these calculations show that if the fin arrays
are closer spaced than 4.4 cm the boundary layer will merge to a fully developed laminar
condition. The equations from the following Section 3.2.2 will therefore apply. The reader
is requested to see reference for more details regarding calculations.
3.2.2 Parallel plate channels
From boundary layer calculations the results showed that two fins spaced closer than
4.4 cm will cause a fully developed boundary layer. Considering this, parallel plate channel
calculations have been performed, where the correlations consider merging of boundary
layers (p. 584 – 585 in [5]). The vertical plate channels are open to the ambient air at
opposite ends and are used to enhance free convection heat transfer from the base surface
where the fins are attached. For symmetrically heated isothermal plates the Nusselt
number is
NuS =
1
24RaS
(
S
L
){
1− exp
[
− 35RaS(S/L)
]}3/4
(3.6)
where the average Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers are defined as
NuS =
(
Q/A
Ts − T∞
)
S
k
(3.7)
and
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RaS =
gβ(Ts − T∞)S3
αν
(3.8)
Equation 3.6 was developed for air as the working fluid, and its range of applicability is
[
10−1 ≤ S
L
RaS ≤ 105
]
Optimum plate spacing is particularly important for vertical plates used as fins to enhance
heat transfer by natural convection from a base surface of fixed width. If the temperature
of the fins exceeds that of the ambient air buoyancy forces induce the flow between the fins.
Using the foregoing correlations, fluid properties are evaluated at average temperatures
of T = (Ts + T∞)/2 for isothermal surfaces.
It should however be mentioned that for small values of H/S independent boundary layers
would occur on each surface and the condition would correspond to an isolated plate [5].
Because there was not found any correlation in the literature matching the exact geometry
investigated in this study the foregoing correlations were used.
3.2.3 Numerical simulations
The fin array was simulated using Comsol Multiphysics, and the results obtained in Sec-
tion 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 were applied to the model. It was found that a fin spacing closer
than 4.4 cm would create merging of boundary layers of each surface. From [5] correla-
tions were used to obtain the Nusselt number for a parallel plate channel with merged
boundary layers. Inserting Equation 3.7 into Equation 3.6 an expression for the heat flux
is obtained
q = Q
A
= NuS
k(Ts − T∞)
S
(3.9)
Where the heat flux was used as boundary condition for heat transfer by natural convec-
tion from the fin array to the surroundings.
Comsol Multiphysics was used to model the fin array. The heat transfer module with
surface-to-surface radiation was used to find heat transfer by radiation. The surface-to-
surface radiation boundary condition handles radiation with view factor calculations. The
heat flux on the boundary is
q = ε(G− σT 4) (3.10)
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where
G = Gm + FambσT 4∞ (3.11)
Famb is the ambient view factor and Gm is the mutual irradiation coming from other
boundaries in the model. Since the radiosity, J , is a function of Gm this leads to an
implicit radiation balance
J = (1− ε)(Gm(J) + FambσT 4∞) + εσT 4 (3.12)
The equations for surface-to-surface radiation is retrieved from Comsol’s Multiphysics
user’s guide for the heat transfer module [2]. The reader is requested to see reference for
more details.
Figure 3.3 shows the Comsol model of the fin array with boundary conditions. The blue
line indicates the hot surface, while the red indicates boundaries for heat transfer by
natural convection and radiation, and the dashed line represents the symmetry line. The
boundary conditions set for temperatures is shown in Table 3.1 .
Figure 3.3: Comsol model with boundary conditions.
Table 3.1: Temperature boundary conditions for fin array in Comsol
Variable Expression Value Unit
Surface temperature Ts 393 K
Temperature of surroundings T∞ 293 K
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The material properties of aluminium used for the fin was built-in properties retrieved
from Comsol Multiphysics, see Table 3.2, and the ambient fluid was air.
Table 3.2: Built-in material properties of aluminium from Comsol.
Variable Expression Value Unit
Thermal conductivity k 238 W/mK
Density ρ 2700 kg/m3
Specific heat capacity Cp 900 J/kgK
Surface emissivity ε 0.1 –
Since the geometry of the base surface of the fin array is set, a parametric sweep was
used to identify the optimum fin height and fin spacing of the geometry. A parametric
sweep takes into account a range of values for the fin height and spacing, and calculates
a different results for every value.
3.2.4 Results and discussion – fin array
These results present simulations performed on the fin array. The objectives were to
obtain the required rate of heat transfer, and to find the corresponding optimized heat
distribution geometry. The results are based on results from the previous sections, and
the fact that the boundary layers have developed on both surfaces and merged to a fully
developed condition.
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Figure 3.4: Heat flux for different fin heights with Ts = 393 K.
Figure 3.4 shows the heat flux for different fin heights and fin spacings. The heat flux
increases until it hits a maximum and then it decreases. Regardless of increasing fin
heights the optimum fin spacing is approximately 8 mm for all fin heights. The required
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heat flux from the wood stove is 2200 W/m2, this means that the fin height must be
14 mm for a uniform base-to-ambient temperature difference of 100◦C to achieve the
desired effect.
When the fin spacing is decreasing, the total surface area of the fin array is increasing and
thus also the heat transfer rate increases. Even though the boundary layers have already
merged to yield a fully developed condition, if the fin spacing is further decreased below
8 mm it will cause resistance to the flow, and the heat transfer rate will decrease, despite
the total surface area is still increasing.
In most studies fin arrays are very often considered isothermal. The temperature distri-
bution in the fin obtained from Comsol Multiphysics shows that the temperature from
the base to the tip varies by 0.2◦C. Because the fin material has high thermal conduc-
tivity and the fin has a relatively short fin height and spacing the temperature does not
vary significantly from the base to the tip. Assumptions of isothermal fins are therefore
justified.
Comparing these results to the experiments conducted by Güvenç and Yüncü [3], and
Yazicioğlu and Yüncü [14] the calculations and modeling shows good agreement with
their results.
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3.3 Fin channel
The fin array was closed off by adding a top plate to the fin array creating multiple
channels of rectangular cross sectional area. The fin channels have a vertical base, and
the fins are of constant cross sectional area. As the dimension of the base surface is set,
the variables to be optimized is the fin height (H) and spacing (S). Figure 3.5 shows the
geometry and dimensions of the fin channel. The study considered heat transfer from
the base and fins to the air inside the channel, and heat transfer by free convection and
radiation at the outer surface to the surroundings was considered. A calculation model
was developed using Matlab.
Figure 3.5: Fin channel and cross-sectional area with dimensions.
3.3.1 Mass flow for the vertical channel
Determining the heat transfer from vertical channels requires that the mass flow in the
tube is known. By assuming a mass flow, the Reynolds number can be determined
Re = m˙Dh
µAc
(3.13)
where
m˙ kg/s mass flow
Dh m hydraulic diameter (4Ac/P )
Ac m2 cross-sectional area of the flow
P m wetted perimeter
µ kg/sm viscosity
17
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Figure 3.6 shows the geometry of the channel used for heat transfer calculations. T∞
is the inlet and surrounding temperature, Ts is the surface temperature and To is the
outlet temperature. All surfaces are assumed to have a uniform and constant surface
temperature.
Figure 3.6: Fin channel used for calculations
If Re ≤ 2300 the flow is laminar and the values of Table 3.3 is valid. Table 3.3 is used to
calculate the heat transfer coefficient, h, and friction factor, f , for the flow in a channel of
rectangular cross-sectional area. The flow is assumed to be fully developed and laminar.
The entry length of the flow in the channel is not considered. This means that the
Nusselt number and friction factor calculated will be smaller than if the entry length was
considered.
Table 3.3: Nusselt numbers and friction factors for fully developed laminar flow in tubes
of rectangular cross-sectional area (p. 519 in [5]).
S
H
NuD ≡ hDhk fReDh(Uniform Ts)
1.0 2.98 57
1.43 3.08 59
2.0 3.39 62
3.0 3.96 69
4.0 4.44 73
8.0 5.60 82
∞ 7.54 96
Because the ratio of S/H takes on a leap between 8 and ∞, a curve-fit was developed.
Equation 3.14 and 3.15 show the functions of the friction factor and Nusselt number as a
curve-fit of Table 3.3.
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f =
(
33.2114x4 − 116.901x3 + 172.997x2 − 128.175x+ 95.8858
)
/ReDh (3.14)
Nu =− 4.83846x5 + 22.2381x4 − 40.1790x3
+ 37.9010x2 − 1.96819x+ 7.54019 (3.15)
The heat transfer rate in the channel is calculated as follows
Q1 = m˙Cpε(Ts − T∞) (3.16)
where
Q1 W heat transfer
m˙ kg/s mass flow
Cp J/kgK specific heat capacity
ε – effectiveness
Ts K surface temperature of the channel
T∞ K temperature of surroundings
Because only the inlet temperature is known its preferable to use the NTU method. For
any heat exchanger, ε = f
(
NTU, Cmin
Cmax
)
(p. 689 in [5]). If the heat capacity ratio equals
zero for all heat exchangers the effectiveness, ε, is
ε = 1− exp(−NTU) (3.17)
where
NTU = hA
m˙Cp
(3.18)
A is the surface area (A = PL) and P is the perimeter (P = 2H + 2S). Heat transfer in
the channel can also be calculated as follows
Q2 = m˙Cp(To − T∞) (3.19)
following
Q1 = Q2 ⇒ To
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To =
Q1
m˙Cp
+ T∞ (3.20)
where To is the temperature at the outlet of the channel. The mean temperature in the
channel can now be calculated using the log mean temperature difference
∆Tlm =
∆T2 −∆T1
ln(∆T2/∆T1)
= ∆T1 −∆T2
ln(∆T1/∆T2)
(3.21)
∆Tlm =
(Ts − T∞)− (Ts − To)
ln
(
Ts−T∞
Ts−To
) (3.22)
The mean temperature is used to find the mean density, ρm, of air in the channel. Fol-
lowing is calculations for the pressure drop for the channel and friction, respectively
∆Ppump = (ρ∞ − ρm)gL (3.23)
∆Pfriction = f
L
Dh
1
2
m˙2
Ac
2ρm
(3.24)
Where the pressure drop is equal (∆Pfriction = ∆Ppump), the calculations will intersect
at the correct mass flow rate. Varying the geometry (height and fin spacing) of the fin
channel will result in different mass flow for each geometry.
3.3.2 Heat transfer from free convection and radiation
Heat transfer from the outer surface to the surroundings is transferred by natural con-
vection and radiation. When calculating the free convection heat transfer from a vertical
plate, the Rayleigh number must first be calculated to obtain the Nusselt number (p. 571
in [5]). The Rayleigh number is
RaL = GrLPr =
gβ(Ts − T∞)L3
να
(3.25)
where L is the length of the base surface. For a vertical plate with natural convection the
Nusselt number is
NuL = 0.68 +
0.670Ra1/4L
[1 + (0.492/Pr)9/16]4/9 RaL ≤ 10
9 (3.26)
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and
NuL =
h∗L
k
(3.27)
For external free convection flow all thermodynamic properties of the fluid is evaluated
at the film temperature Tf ≡ (Ts + T∞)/2.
Heat transfer from natural convection is then calculated as
Qconv = h∗A(Ts − T∞) (3.28)
Where A = SL and h∗ is the heat transfer coefficient. Radiation heat transfer from the
the outer surface of the channel to the surroundings is
Qrad = ε∗Aσ(T 4s − T 4sur) (3.29)
Where A = SL and ε∗ is based on the material data (emissivity of aluminium). The
surroundings are assumed to be at the same temperature as the ambient, Tsur = T∞.
3.3.3 Total heat transfer
The total heat transfer from the vertical channel to the air inside the channel is
Qch = m˙Cpε(Ts − T∞) (3.30)
where
ε = 1− exp
(
−hPL
m˙Cp
)
(3.31)
Total heat transfer from the vertical channel is then
Qtot = Qch +Qrad +Qconv (3.32)
Where the total heat flux is
qtot =
Qtot
A
(3.33)
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where A = SL. Equation 3.32 and 3.33 shows the total heat transfer from the geometry
in W and W/m2, respectively.
3.3.4 Fin efficiency
When calculating heat transfer for extended surfaces like fins, heat will transfer by con-
duction within the solid and by convection and/or radiation from the boundaries of the
solid to the adjoining fluid. The theoretical fin efficiency for a straight rectangular fin of
uniform cross section and an adiabatic tip is
ηf =
tanh(mLf )
mLf
(3.34)
where Lf is the length from the base to the tip of the fin. Hence, Lf = H+S/2, indicated
in Figure 3.7 and
m =
(
2h
kt
)1/2
(3.35)
Here h is the heat transfer coefficient, t is the thickness of the fin and k is the conductivity
of the fin material. The thermal conductivity of the fin material can have a strong effect on
the temperature distribution along the fin and will therefore influence the heat transfer
rate. The maximum heat transfer rate can be reached if the fin has no temperature
gradient, this will require a large thermal conductivity and/or fin thickness.
Figure 3.7: Length from base to tip of the fin.
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3.3.5 Total heat transfer considering fin efficiency
This section presents the calculations of total heat transfer from the system considering
the fin efficiency
Qfin→air = h∆T (Ab + Afηf ) (3.36)
Equation 3.36 determines the heat transfer from the walls of the fins to the air inside the
channel. Here Ab = SL is the area of the exposed base of the fin array, and Af = 2LfL
is the area of the fin.
Qfin→∞ = (Qrad +Qconv)ηf (3.37)
Equation 3.37 is the heat transfer from the outside of the channel to the surroundings using
Equations 3.29 and 3.28 for heat transfer from radiation and free convection, respectively.
The overall total heat transfer from the geometry to the surroundings (including fin
efficiency) is given as
Qtot = Qfin→air +Qfin→∞ (3.38)
Where the total heat flux (including fin efficiency) from the geometry is
qtot =
Qtot
A
(3.39)
Where A = SL.
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3.3.6 Results and discussion – fin channel
These results present calculations performed on a single fin channel. The objectives were
to ensure that the heat transferred from the heat storage to the surroundings fulfill the
required rate of heat transfer, and to find a corresponding optimized heat distribution
geometry. The results are based on results from the previous sections, and the fin efficiency
is considered in all results.
Figure 3.8 shows the heat flux for different fin heights with a constant surface temperature
of 393 K. The figure shows the heat flux for the length of the fin geometry. A closer fin
spacing will lead to an increased heat transfer area and numerous fins, while a large fin
spacing will lead to fewer fins and a smaller heat transfer area.
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Figure 3.8: Heat flux for H = 15 mm for different surface temperatures.
Figure 3.9 shows the same as Figure 3.8 only with a closer view. The figure shows that
a fin height of 14 mm or 15 mm, and a base-to-ambient temperature difference of 100◦C
meets the requirements of a heat transfer rate of 2200 W/m2. Based on these results it
was decided to proceed with a fin geometry with a fin height of 15 mm and a fin spacing
of 14 mm.
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Figure 3.9: Heat flux for H = 15 mm for different surface temperatures.
Figure 3.10 shows the fin efficiency for a fin height of 15 mm. It is preferable to have
a high fin efficiency and it is seen that for smaller spaced channels the fin efficiency is
higher. For the fin geometry of choice the fin efficiency is 99%, which is very satisfactory.
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Figure 3.10: Fin efficiency for a fin height of H = 15 mm with Ts = 393 K.
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Before firing up a wood stove the temperature inside the stove will be equal to the sur-
rounding air. When firing up in the wood stove the temperature will increase and reach
its maximum, before it decreases and yet again will reach the surrounding temperature.
Figure 3.11 shows the heat flux for a fin height of H = 15 mm for different surface tem-
peratures. The figure shows how much heat flux is expected to be attained from different
surface temperatures in the stove. If the surrounding temperature is 20◦C and equal to
the temperature in the wood stove the heat flux will be zero.
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Figure 3.11: Heat flux for H = 15 mm for different surface temperatures.
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3.4 Summary, conclusions and discussion
For the fin array It was found that the boundary layers forming on each plate was merged
to yield a fully developed condition if the fins were spaced closer than 4.4 cm. The
optimum fin spacing was found to be approximately 8 mm independent of the size of fin
heights. This showed that the fin spacing was a constant factor of approximately 8 mm
for the optimum fin geometry. To meet the requirements of heat transfer from the wood
stove to the surroundings of 2200 W/m2, the optimum fin geometry was found to be a fin
height of 14 mm or 15 mm with a fin spacing of 8 mm, for a base-to-ambient temperature
difference of 100◦C.
A top plate was added to the fin array, creating multiple fin channels. The optimum fin
geometry for the channel was found to be a fin height of 15 mm with a fin spacing of
14 mm, for a base-to-ambient temperature difference of 100◦C. It was shown that for
different surface temperatures of the fin channel the heat flux will decrease rapidly for
low surface temperatures. A significant decrease in heat flux of approximately 30% was
found for a decrease in temperature of 20◦C from 120◦C to 100◦C.
Both fin arrangements achieved the required rate of heat transfer from the fin arrangement
to the surroundings. It was however decided to proceed with the fin channel arrangement.
The main reason for this choice was that this wood stove is to be adapted to houses and
having fin arrays with hard edges can be impractical, the fin channel arrangement is a
more esthetic choice. The fin spacing of the channel is also larger than for the array,
meaning that fewer channels are needed.
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Chapter 4
Heat storage study
4.1 Introduction
Experimental studies were performed on a PCM heat storage unit. The experiments were
initially intended to be performed using a PCM as well as a PCM containing metal fins or
foam to enhance the heat transfer rate. Unfortunately the test rig was not built in time
to perform experiments on the storage unit containing fins or foam. The objectives of
the experiments were to determine the effective thermal conductivity and the net energy
storage capacity. Due to the fact that the experiments were performed using PCM only,
the objective was changed and the effective thermal conductivity of PCM was determined
instead. The temperature response, heat distribution, and the effect of natural convection
on the melting of the PCM were also studied.
Two different experimental setups were studied. In the first case the top surface of the
heat storage unit was heated, in the second case the heat storage unit was turned upside
down and heated from below. The experimental setup and test rig was otherwise identical
for both experiments. Results from experiments were compared with results from numer-
ical simulations. An uncertainty analysis was performed on the thermal conductivity
obtained from the experiments. The uncertainty analysis is documented in Appendix C,
but highlights are presented in Section 4.7.
The phase change material used in these experiments was eryhtritol. Erythritol is a sugar
substitute and has suitable properties as a PCM. The material properties of erythritol is
presented in Appendix, Table A.3.
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4.2 Test rig
Figure 4.1 shows the experimental setup of the test rig. The heat storage unit (3) consists
of an outer shell made of teflon filled with PCM. A solid aluminium block is placed
at the top and bottom (1,5). The heat storage unit is heated with a cartridge-type
heater (6) placed inside the center of the aluminium block, at the top of the heat storage.
Nine thermocouples (4) are placed inside the heat storage unit where they measure the
temperature in the axial direction. Five is placed on one side, and the other four on the
other side.
Figure 4.1: Experimental setup.
1 Aluminium block 6 Cartridge heater
2 Heat flux sensor 7 Expansion chamber
3 Heat storage unit 8 Wire heater
4 Thermocouple 9 Flux sensor
5 Aluminium block 10 Insulation
When erythritol is melting, its volume will expand with approximately 10% [7]. The
expansion chamber (7), located to the right, has a small passage to the heat storage
where the expanded erythritol can escape. The expansion chamber is heated from the
outside (8) to prevent solidification and clogging of PCM. Two flux sensors are placed
inside the storage unit, one at the top surface and one at the bottom (2,9). It is important
that the heat storage unit is completely filled with PCM before starting an experiment,
so that it has close thermal contact with the heat flux sensors and heat source. The test
rig is insulated (10) using silcapor and rockwool. The dimensions of the heat storage unit
is D = 100 mm and L = 100 mm.
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Figure 4.2 is a sketch showing the positions of the temperature indicators. TT01 to TT09
is the thermocouples located inside the heat storage unit. Thermocouple TT01 and TT05
are placed 10 mm from the top and bottom, respectively. The remaining thermocouples
are placed 10 mm apart in the axial direction, and about 5 mm from the center in the
radial direction. TT10 is the temperature sensor measuring the temperature outside
the expansion chamber. TT11 is the temperature sensor measuring the temperature
of the passage between the heat storage unit and the expansion chamber. TT12 is the
temperature sensor that measures the temperature at the bottom outside the heat storage
unit and TT13 is the temperature sensor measuring the temperature of the cartridge
heater.
Figure 4.2: Positioning of thermocouples TT01 to TT09 inside the heat storage.
TT01 – TT09 Thermocouple TT13 Cartridge heater
TT10 Expansion chamber TT14 Heat flux sensor
TT11 Passage TT15 Heat flux sensor
TT12 Outer surface of heat storage unit
When the experiment starts the heat storage unit is completely filled with solid PCM
and the outside of the storage unit is insulated. The wire heating at the outside of
the expansion chamber is the first to be enabled, this is to melt the leftover PCM in the
expansion chamber to prevent clogging in the small passage between the heat storage unit
and the expansion chamber when the PCM inside the storage is melting. The cartridge
heater located inside the aluminium block is set to 150◦C, and temperatures TT10 and
TT11 are kept at 5◦C – 10◦C above temperature TT13. Keeping temperatures TT01 and
TT11 just above TT13, will prevent the excessive heat from the side from being too high.
Labview was used to log the different temperatures and heat fluxes inside the storage unit
during the experiments.
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4.3 Heat storage unit heated from the top
The heat storage unit was filled with PCM and heated from the top surface. The exper-
imental setup was described in Section 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows a simplified model of the
experimental setup. The yellow indicates the cartridge heater and red the melting front.
Figure 4.3: PCM heat storage unit heated from the top.
Figure 4.2 shows the positioning of thermocouple TT01 to TT09 inside the storage unit.
Preparing an experiment includes arrangement of the thermocouples inside the storage
unit. Table 4.1 shows their actual position, defining the length of the storage as L, and
the top as L = 0 mm. The table shows that the distance between the positioning of the
thermocouples vary between 8 mm – 12 mm, when the initial difference in their positions
should be 10 mm. This is because the thermocouples have no support inside the storage
unit and they are quite thin, therefore they bend easily. The experiment was run for
25 hours.
Table 4.1: Actual position of thermocouples inside the heat storage unit.
Thermocouple Position [mm] Thermocouple Position [mm]
TT01 9 TT06 17
TT02 28 TT07 39
TT03 50 TT08 59
TT04 71 TT09 79
TT05 90
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4.3.1 Numerical model - heat storage unit heated from the top
Figure 4.4 shows the setup of the PCM heat storage unit heated from the top surface. The
figure shows a 2D axisymmetric model. The storage unit is made of teflon and insulated
using silcapor. The black dots located to the left and close to the symmetry line are the
positions of the thermocouples, positioned according to Table 4.1.
Figure 4.4: Setup of PCM heat storage unit heated from the top modeled using Comsol.
The numerical simulation is a simplified version of the experiments. Figure 4.5 shows the
boundary conditions used for the numerical simulations. The blue line indicates where
the model is insulated. Temperature for TT01 and TT05 obtained from the experiment is
used as boundary condition for hot and cold surface, respectively. From the storage to the
surroundings a heat transfer coefficient of magnitude 5 W/m2K is used. This represents
the heat transfer from the insulated storage to the surroundings.
Figure 4.5: PCM heat storage unit heated from the top, with boundary conditions shown.
The thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol was obtained from the experiment and is
presented in Section 4.6. The other material properties of erythritol was obtained from the
experiment by co-supervisor and PhD candidate, Krisjansson. Table 4.2 shows the values
used, where ρ and Cp are functions of temperature. When the temperature increases the
material properties of erythritol change. Table 4.2 shows the mean value for ρ and Cp for
the solid and liquid phases.
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Table 4.2: Material properties of erythritol employed in Comsol.
Variable Expression Value Unit
Thermal conductivity, solid ks 0.78 W/mK
Thermal conductivity, liquid kl 0.40 W/mK
Density ρ ρ(T ) kg/m3
Specific heat capacity Cp Cp(T ) J/kgK
4.4 Heat storage unit heated from below
Figure 4.6 shows the experimental set up of the PCM heat storage unit heated from below.
To prevent liquid PCM from running out of the expansion chamber compressed air was
used to keep the pressure in equilibrium using the principles of Equation 4.1. The flow
of compressed air was controlled by a valve and the water in the tank ensured that the
pressure of the air was kept in equilibrium with the hydrostatic pressure. The experiment
was otherwise identical to the experiment where the heat storage unit were heated from
the top.
Figure 4.6: PCM heat storage unit heated from below with compressed air system.
∆pmin = ρwater g Hwater > ρPCM g Hmax,PCM (4.1)
4.4.1 Numerical model – heat storage unit heated from below
A 1D model was developed for the heat storage unit heated from below. Figure 4.7 shows
a sketch of the model. The challenge was to develop a numerical model considering a
moving boundary with free convection heat transfer in the liquid phase. The heat fluxes
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obtained from the experiment (TT14 and TT15) were calibrated and used as boundary
conditions for the comparison. The boundary condition is applied to point 1 and 3 in the
sketch. The first domain (1-2) is set to have liquid properties, and the second domain
(2-3) to have solid properties.
Figure 4.7: Sketch of Comsol model for experiment heated from below.
Point 2 in the sketch presents the moving melting front. When the temperature of the
PCM has reached the melting temperature point 2 will start to move to the right, sym-
bolizing the melting front. The velocity of the melting front is calculated as follows
v = −(up(q)− down(q))
ρsHsl
(4.2)
where
up(q) =
(
dT
dx
k
)
solid,x=S
down(q) =
(
dT
dx
k
)
liquid,x=S
(4.3)
and S is the position of the melting front.
Table 4.3 shows the material properties used for the comparison. k(S) is the effective
thermal conductivity for the liquid phase obtained from the experiment and presented in
Section 4.6. k(S) is a function of the melting front position. It is assumed that the effective
conductivity of liquid erythritol obtained from a horizontal melting front is similar to a
vertical melting front. The other material properties are obtained from the experiment
by Krisjansson (see Table 4.2) and the mean values for these are presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Material properties of erythritol employed in Comsol.
Variable Expression Value Unit
Thermal conductivity, solid ks 0.78 W/mK
Thermal conductivity, liquid kl k(S) W/mK
Latent heat Hsl 336 kJ/kg
Density, solid ρs 1480 kg/m3
Density, liquid ρl 1278 kg/m3
Specific heat capacity, solid Cps 1690 J/kgK
Specific heat capacity, liquid Cpl 3160 J/kgK
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4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Heat storage unit heated from the top
Figure 4.8 shows the measured temperatures for each of the thermocouples obtained from
the experiment where the heat storage unit was heated from the top. It takes about 5 hours
for the first thermocouple, TT01, to reach the melting temperature of 118◦C. Based on
the positions of the thermocouples, at this point about 9% (or 9 mm) of the PCM had
melted. At the end of the experiment, after 25 hours, only three more thermocouples
have reached the melting temperature. Assuming a uniform melting front, only 30% (or
30 mm) of the PCM had melted at this point.
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Figure 4.8: Measured temperatures in the storage unit for thermocouples TT01 to TT09.
Figure 4.9 shows the temperature for each of the thermocouples from numerical simula-
tions compared to the results from the experiment. The blue line indicates data from the
experiment and the red line indicates data from Comsol Multiphysics. The position of
the thermocouples TT01 to TT09 are identical to Figure 4.8. Because the temperatures
obtained from the experiment for thermocouple TT01 and TT05 is used as boundary
condition, the comparison of data for temperature TT01 and TT05 from numerical sim-
ulations compared to data from the experiment are identical.
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Figure 4.9: Temperature of each thermocouple from Comsol compared to experiment
The comparison shows excellent agreement, where the average relative error is calculated
to be 0.8%. A possible source of error is the positioning of the thermocouples. Because
the thermocouples have no support, there is no way to control their actual position. When
the erythritol is solidified the material tends to crystallize into everything from small to
large crystals. This could cause the thermocouples to bend their positions, as they are
quite thin and bend easily.
One of the objectives of the experiment was to determine the net energy storage capacity
in the storage unit. A simple numerical model was used to calculate the total internal
energy in the heat storage unit. Calculations are documented in Appendix B. Table 4.4
shows the total net heat storage capacity at steady state, and the amount of latent and
sensible heat. The total net energy is 336.8 kJ, where 43% of the heat is stored as latent
heat in liquid phase. The difference in the total heat from calculations compared to
Comsol Multiphysics is 4%.
Table 4.4: Net heat storage capacity found using Comsol
Variable Expression Value Unit
Total internal energy Etot 336.8 kJ
Latent heat Elatent 148.7 kJ
Sensible heat Esensible 200.4 kJ
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4.5.2 Heat storage unit heated from below
Figure 4.10 shows the comparison of the melting front from the experiments and the model
used in Comsol Multiphysics. The obtained melting front position from the experiment
was calculated based on the measured temperatures and positioning of the thermocouples.
The figure shows that during the experiment all the PCM in the heat storage is melted
after 65,000 s (18 hours). The results from the simulation show that the PCM starts to
melt at a later point in time, and that all the PCM is melted after 72,000 s (20 hours).
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of melting front for experiments and numerical model
There are particularly two things to point out when it comes to the comparison. First,
the numerical model starts to melt after about 15,000 s, this is 5,000 s longer than during
the experiment. This shows a significant difference in the starting time of the melting.
The reason why is because the thermal conductivity used in the simulations is estimated
too high. When the conductivity is estimated to high the heat is used to increase the
temperature of the solid PCM instead of melting the PCM. Secondly, the gradient of the
curve from simulation does not match the gradient of the curve from the experiment.
This can be explained by looking at the boundary condition used on the cold surface of
the model. Instead of forcing a boundary condition, a thermal mass (the aluminium heat
spreader) could be included in the model to better simulate the experiments. This would
give more realistic temperature profiles.
After the second experiment was conducted it was discovered that the heat flux measure-
ments were affected by the melting/solidifying of the PCM. The PCM had leaked into
the heat flux sensor contributing to increasing the resistance in the sensor, causing the
results based on the heat flux measurements to be unreliable.
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4.6 Thermal conductivity
PCMs used for heat storage have poor thermal conductivity. Enhancing the conductivity
by adding metal foam/fins will accelerate the phase change process without significantly
reducing the PCMs heat storage capacity. The objectives of the experiments were to mea-
sure the effective thermal conductivity of erythritol containing metal foam/fins. Since the
test rig was not built in time to perform experiments on the effective thermal conductivity
of erythritol, the objective was changed and the thermal conductivity of erythritol was
determined instead. Material property data was compared to literature data. Literature
values of erythritol is presented in Appendix, Table A.3.
The properties were obtained using data processing with Matlab and numerical simula-
tion using Comsol Multiphysics. Kristjansson, developed the Matlab computer code and
model in Comsol Multiphysics used in the calculations. Kristjansson also performed the
measurement of conductivity for solid erythritol. The conductivity of the solid phase was
obtained using a Hot Disk instrument for thermal conductivity measurement. The result
is presented in Table 4.5, and shows a significant increase of 7% compared to literature
values.
Table 4.5: Thermal conductivity of solid erythritol determined using Hot Disk
Variable Expression Value
Thermal conductivity, solid ks 0.78 W/mK
Thermal conductivity, solid (literature value) ks 0.73 W/mK
Thermal conductivity for liquid phase of PCM was determined from the experiment where
the heat storage unit was heated from the top. The conductivity was found by comparing
data from the experiment with data obtained from numerical simulations. The conduc-
tivity for solid erythritol obtained by Kristjansson was used in the calculations. A range
of conductivities for liquid phase from 0.2 – 0.6 W/mK was tested. Figure 4.11 shows the
conductivity of liquid erythritol to average relative error. The figure shows the average
relative error for every conductivity of liquid PCM from 0.2 – 0.6 W/mK. Where the
graph reaches its minimum, is the value for conductivity of liquid phase with the smallest
average relative error. Table 4.6 shows the obtained value. A comparison of the obtained
conductivity to literature value show a significant increase of 21%.
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Table 4.6: Thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol found from experiment with storage
unit heated from the top.
Variable Expression Value
Thermal conductivity, liquid kl 0.40 W/mK
Thermal conductivity, liquid (literature value) kl 0.33 W/mK
Conductivity of liquid erythritol [W/m K]
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Figure 4.11: Thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol to average relative error.
A heat storage unit heated from below must consider heat transfer by natural convection
in the liquid phase. When PCM is melting the effective thermal conductivity will increase
as the melting front progresses. Figure 4.12 shows the effective thermal conductivity of
liquid erythritol obtained from the experiment where the heat storage unit was heated
from below. Calculations were performed using the basic equation of Fourier’s law for
heat conduction
kl =
qL
(Th − Tm) (4.4)
where
kl W/mK liquid conductivity
q W/m2 heat flux
L m length of melting front
Th K hot temperature
Tm K melting temperature
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Because the calculation of the effective thermal conductivity of erythritol was based on
heat flux measurements, it was for this case assumed that the heat flux sensors were
working properly.
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Figure 4.12: Effective thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol from experiment with
curve-fit.
The position of the melting front was calculated based on temperature measurements and
positioning of the thermocouples. The calculation of the effective thermal conductivity is
therefore uncertain in the interval between TT01 and TT05 (i.e. 0 – 0.01 m). Because
the effective thermal conductivity obtained from the experiment was irregular, a curve-fit
was adapted to the graph from 0.018 m – 0.09 m, with linear extrapolation. Equation
4.5 shows the curve-fit formula used for the calculations. The curve-fit shows that the
effective conductivity ranges from 1.18 – 9.25 W/mK.
y = −312.54x2 + 112.72x+ 1.0727 (4.5)
4.7 Uncertainty analysis
An uncertainty analysis was performed for the measured thermal conductivities of ery-
thritol. The highlights of the analysis is presented in this section, where the full analysis
can be viewed in Appendix C. The procedure of the analysis is performed according to
Moffat [9] and Wheeler and Ganji [13]. Thermal conductivity of erythritol was measured
and determined for both the solid and the liquid phase. Thermal conductivity for the
solid phase was determined using a Hot Disk instrument, where Kristjansson performed
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the measurements. The two conductivities of liquid erythritol were obtained from each of
the experiments described above.
The conductivity of solid erythritol was measured to be 0.78 W/mK, where the Hot Disk
instrument has an uncertainty of ±5%. Table 4.7 shows the nominal value obtained for
conductivity of solid erythritol and its uncertainty.
Table 4.7: Uncertainty of conductivity of solid erythritol obtained using Hot Disk.
Variable Value (W/mK) Uncertainty
ksolid 0.78 ±5.0%
Thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol from experiment where the heat storage unit was
heated from the top was found by doing data-processing and comparing the experimental
data to data from a numerical model. Table 4.8 shows the nominal value and uncertainty
of the liquid conductivity of erythritol based on the experiment when the heat storage
unit was heated from the top.
Table 4.8: Uncertainty of conductivity of liquid erythritol obtained from experiment with
storage unit heated from the top.
Variable Value (W/mK) Uncertainty
kliquid 0.40 ±31.2%
The effective thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol from experiment heated from below
was found by doing data-processing and using Equation 4.4. Table 4.9 shows the average
uncertainty of liquid erythritol obtained from the experiment where the heat storage unit
was heated from below. As the nominal value of the effective thermal conductivity is
changing with time the average uncertainty was calculated by considering three different
time steps, 20,000 s, 40,000 s and 60,000 s, respectively.
Table 4.9: Average uncertainty of effective thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol ob-
tained from experiment with storage unit heated from below.
Variable Value (W/mK) Uncertainty
kliquid k(S) ±6.9%
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4.8 Summary, conclusions and discussion
Two different experiments were conducted on a PCM heat storage unit where both ex-
periments had identical experimental setup. In the first experiment the storage unit was
heated from the top surface. From the results it was found that 30% of the PCM inside
the heat storage unit had melted after 25 hours. The results were compared to results
from numerical simulations where the agreement was very good and a relative average
error was calculated to be 0.8%
In the second case the heat storage unit was turned upside down and heated from be-
low. After 18 hours all of the PCM in the storage unit had melted. This proves that
free convection heat transfer has a significant impact on the melting pace of the PCM.
The results from the experiments were compared to results from numerical simulations.
The comparison of the melting front did not show an immediate agreement or similar
behaviour. After the second experiment was conducted it was discovered that the heat
flux measurements were affected by the melting/solidification of the PCM. The results
based on the heat flux measurements are therefore unreliable.
For the PCM heat storage unit heated from the top the net energy storage capacity was
336.8 kJ at steady state, where 43% of the heat was stored as latent heat. Unfortunately it
was not possible to determine the net energy storage capacity for the storage unit heated
from below due to the fact that heat provided until steady state was not reachable.
A total of three conductivities of erythritol were obtained. Conductivity of solid erythritol
was obtained by Kristjansson using a Hot Disk instrument, while the conductivity of the
liquid phase was found one from each experiment. An uncertainty analysis was performed
on the measured conductivities. The conductivity for solid phase showed the lowest
uncertainty of ±5%, while the thermal conductivity obtained from the experiment heated
from the top show an uncertainty of ±31%. The results showed that the method employed
for studying the effective conductivity was inaccurate.
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Chapter 5
Overall PCM heat storage model
5.1 Heat supply, storage and distribution
An overall heat storage model was developed in order to simulate heat supply, storage
and distribution to the surroundings. The study included the use of a PCM and the
same PCM with aluminium foam with a porosity of 95%. Adding aluminium to the PCM
enhances the heat distribution in the heat storage unit and also the heat transfer rate to
the surroundings.
A heat flux based on calculations of batch combustion of wood was supplied to the PCM
heat storage unit. The benefit of using a PCM heat storage unit in combination with a
wood stove is that the heat supply from the wood stove should be absorbed by the storage
unit and stored as latent heat. The temperature response of the PCM storage unit should
be fast, and the rate of heat rejected to the surroundings should be increased and even.
Results obtained previously in this study were used in the simulations. In Chapter 3 an
optimum fin geometry for heat rejection to the surroundings was found. This geometry
was applied to the heat storage unit at cold surface (see Figure 5.2). In Chapter 4 the
effective thermal conductivity of erythritol was found. The effective conductivity was
used in material data for erythritol in the model.
The overall heat storage model has two main requirements that it must fulfill. The temper-
atures in the heat storage unit should not exceed 150◦C to keep the PCM from degrading,
and the required heat transfer rate from the heat storage unit to the surroundings should
be at last 2200 W/m2.
Further objectives of this study were to investigate the effect aluminium foam has on the
heat transfer and internal temperature distribution.
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Figure 5.1 shows a sketch of the heat flux from the wood stove supplied to the PCM
heat storage unit which is mounted with a fin arrangement. For an actual wood stove
three of the vertical surfaces would be mounted with a PCM heat storage unit and fin
arrangement.
Figure 5.1: Sketch of a PCM heat storage unit mounted with a fin arrangement.
5.2 Numerical model and boundary conditions
Figure 5.2 shows a simple model of the heat storage unit indicated with hot and cold
surfaces. The model had the same setup as the experiment where the heat storage unit
was heated from below. The model is described in Section 4.4.1 and Figure 4.7 shows a
sketch of the model.
Figure 5.2: PCM heat storage unit with hot and cold surfaces.
The heat storage unit was supplied with a heat flux at hot surface that was based on
calculations of batch combustion of wood. Figure 5.3 shows the combustion for one batch
of wood. Data for the wood combustion were received from Kristjansson. When the heat
flux is increasing the temperature at hot surface will increase. When the hot surface reach
the melting temperature of 118◦C the PCM inside the heat storage unit will start to melt
and the moving boundary of the model will start to move according to the melting front.
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When the heat flux is decreasing the temperature at hot surface will decrease, and the
PCM inside the storage unit will start to solidify. At this point the moving boundary
started moving back to the starting point.
The difference between the overall heat storage model and the model used for comparison
with the experiment where the heat storage unit was heated from below, was that the
experiment considered only melting. When solidifying of the PCM not considered the
moving boundary will not have to move back to the starting point because all of the
PCM in the heat storage unit will have melted.
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Figure 5.3: Heat flux from the wood stove supplied to the PCM heat storage unit.
A second batch of wood was added to the wood stove after 1 hour, where Figure 5.4 shows
the combined heat flux
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Figure 5.4: Heat flux from two batches of wood supplied to the PCM heat storage unit.
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In Chapter 3 an optimum fin geometry for heat rejection from the heat storage unit to
the surroundings was found. The optimal dimensions of the fin channel were found to be
a fin height of 15 mm and a fin spacing of 14 mm. Based on the results the convective
heat transfer coefficient for the fin channel array to the surroundings was found. The
convective heat transfer coefficient was calculated using the heat flux from Figure 3.11
with a surface temperature of 120◦C and Equation 5.1
h = q(Tm − T∞) (5.1)
where
h W/m2K thermal conductivity
q W/m2 heat flux
Tm K melting temperature
T∞ K surrounding/Inlet temperature
Figure 5.5 shows the convective heat transfer coefficient. It is a function of temperature,
and it increases with increasing temperatures. The heat transfer coefficient is used as
boundary condition on the cold surface of the PCM heat storage unit.
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Figure 5.5: Heat transfer coefficient used as boundary condition on cold surface of heat
storage unit.
As previously mentioned the moving boundary of the melting front must be able to move
forward and backward according to the position of the melting front. Problems occurred
with the model when the melting front ought to move back to the starting position when
the PCM was solidifying. Because the temperature at the melting front had to be 118◦C
for the boundary to move, a condition was set to the velocity (See Equation 4.2 and 4.3)
of the boundary so that if the temperature at the melting front was below the melting
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temperature the velocity was set to zero. The problem therefore occurred when the heat
flux of the wood combustion was decreasing and the temperature at the hot surface was
decreased below the melting temperature. The problem was solved by changing the initial
value of the model by obtaining the temperature profile for the length of the heat storage
unit at the point where the hot surface of the heat storage unit had reached the melting
temperature. The model was then started at the time where the temperature profile
reached the melting temperature.
5.3 PCM
The effective thermal conductivity for liquid erythritol was found from the experiment
where the heat storage unit was heated from below and was presented in Section 4.6.
The effective thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol was found for a horizontal melting
front. It was assumed that the effective thermal conductivity for liquid PCM obtained
for a horizontal melting front is similar to the effective thermal conductivity of a vertical
melting front. Figure 5.6 shows the effective thermal conductivity for liquid erythritol
presented in Section 4.6. The effective thermal conductivity was used as material data for
the conductivity of liquid erythritol in the model. Table 4.3 shows the material properties
of erythritol used in the simulations.
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Figure 5.6: Effective thermal conductivity of liquid erythritol
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5.4 PCM with aluminium foam
The effective thermal conductivity of PCM can be improved with the use of fins or metal
foam. By enhancing the thermal conductivity problems with excess heating can be avoided
and it will be possible to achieve a good heat distribution within the PCM. Aluminium
foam with a porosity of 95% was added to the PCM. Adding a material with a higher
conductivity to the PCM and thereby enhancing the effective thermal conductivity of the
material will cause a surplus heat storage to the PCM.
The effective thermal conductivity of the PCM containing aluminium foam was calculated
according to the model of Calmidi and Mahajan [1]. They developed a model for the
effective thermal conductivity of high porosity fibrous metal foams, where they presented
a periodic structure of the metal foam in the shape of a hexagonal unit cell. They found an
excellent fit between data and the predicted value obtained for an area ratio of r = 0.09.
The reader is requested to see reference for more details. The model is presented as
keff =
(
2√
3
(
r
(
b
L
)
kf +
(
1 + b
L
)
kpor−kf
3
+
(1− r)
(
b
L
)
kf + 23
(
b
L
)
(kpor − kf )
+
√
3
2 − bL
kf + 4r3√3
(
b
L
)
(kpor − kf )
))−1
(5.2)
where b/L is
b
L
=
−r +
√
r2 + 2√3(1− ε)
(
2− r
(
1 + 4√3
))
2
3
(
2− r
(
1 + 4√3
)) (5.3)
and
keff W/mK effective thermal conductivity
kpor W/mK thermal conductivity of porous media
kf W/mK thermal conductivity of fluid
ε – porosity
r, b, L – dimension of unit-cell geometry. See reference [1].
Calculation of material properties of erythritol including aluminium with a porosity of
95% is presented in Appendix A.2 where the values from Table 4.3 was used as nominal
values for erythritol. Table A.5 shows the properties of erythritol including aluminium
foam.
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5.5 Results and discussion
The results obtained from numerical simulations had two main requirements to fulfill.
The temperature from the wood stove to the heat storage unit, and also the temperature
leaving the heat storage unit should not exceed 150◦C to keep the PCM from degrading.
The required heat transfer rate from the fin channel arrangement to the surroundings was
2200 W/m2 or more.
5.5.1 Heat storage unit heated with one batch of wood
Figures 5.7 – 5.10 shows various results obtained from the simulations where the heat
storage unit was heated with one batch of wood. The results shows a comparison of
results obtained using a PCM as well as a PCM with aluminium foam.
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Figure 5.7: Melting front position in a storage unit heated with one batch of wood.
Figure 5.7 shows the position of the melting front in the heat storage unit, and how much
PCM was melted at a given time. Since the length of the heat storage is 100 mm, both
cases show that a small amount of PCM had melted compared to the total length of the
heat storage unit. This indicates that the temperature distribution in the heat storage
unit was not sufficient. The figure shows that approximately 41% (or 41 mmm) was
melted for PCM and approximately 27% (or 27 mm) for PCM with aluminium foam.
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Figure 5.8: Temperature at hot surface for a storage unit heated with one batch of wood.
Figure 5.8 shows the temperature at the hot surface of the PCM heat storage unit. The
figure shows that for the PCM the temperature exceeds the critical temperature of 150◦C.
For the PCM with aluminium foam the temperature was below the critical temperature,
and the requirement was fulfilled.
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Figure 5.9: Heat flux for a storage unit heated with one batch of wood.
Figure 5.9 shows the heat flux at the cold surface of the heat storage unit. The figure
shows a comparison of PCM and PCM with aluminium foam compared to the heat flux
at the hot surface. The figure shows that the heat flux for the PCM with aluminium foam
is higher than the heat flux from the PCM. Neither cases fulfill the requirement of heat
transfer to the surroundings of 2200 W/m2.
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Figure 5.10: Temperature at cold surface for a storage unit heated with one batch of
wood.
Figure 5.10 shows the temperature at the cold surface of the heat storage unit. The figure
shows that the temperature of the PCM with aluminium foam has reached the highest
temperature. Compared to the temperature at hot surface it was found that the time from
the heat is supplied to the heat storage it takes about 1.5 hours before the temperature
at hot surface has reached its maximum. The results also show that the temperature
response is faster for the PCM with aluminium foam. Both temperatures were within the
requirement of 150◦C.
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5.5.2 Heat storage unit heated with two batches of wood
A second batch of wood was added to the heat storage unit after 1 hour. Figures 5.11 –
5.14 show a comparison of heating with one batch of wood and heating with two batches
of wood. The results presented are for PCM with aluminium foam only.
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Figure 5.11: Melting front position in a storage unit utilizing PCM with aluminium foam,
heated with two batches of wood.
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Figure 5.12: Temperature at hot surface for a storage unit utilizing PCM with aluminium
foam, heated with two batches of wood.
Figure 5.11 shows the position of the melting front of the PCM in the heat storage unit.
The figure shows that the melting front is more than three times as long for two batches
of wood compared to the case with one batch of wood. Figure 5.12 shows the temperature
at the hot surface of the PCM heat storage unit. When heating with one batch of wood
the results show that the temperature at the hot surface does not exceed that of the
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requirements. Heating with two batches of wood increase the temperature to a level
significantly higher than the critical temperature.
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Figure 5.13: Heat flux for a storage unit utilizing PCM with aluminium foam, heated
with two batches of wood.
Figure 5.13 shows the heat flux at the cold surface of the heat storage unit. A comparison
of the results shows that the heat flux from the cold surface to the surroundings does not
increase significantly when heating with two batches of wood. Even though Figures 5.11
and 5.12 show that the melting front position and the temperature at the hot surface have
increased significantly, the heat transfer rate to the surroundings had not been affected
to the same extent.
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Figure 5.14: Temperature at cold surface for a storage unit utilizing PCM with aluminium
foam, heated with two batches of wood.
Figure 5.14 shows the temperature at cold surface of the heat storage unit. The results
show that the temperature has increased, and that it takes 3 hours before the temperature
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at hot surface has reached its maximum. The temperature increase is much smaller than
the temperature increase obtained at the hot surface of the heat storage unit.
5.5.3 Optimisation of the PCM heat storage unit
The results previously presented show that the heat storage unit does not fulfill the
requirements set for temperatures and heat transfer rate from the heat storage unit to the
surroundings. Two different approaches were tested in order to improve the performance
of the heat storage unit. Results for the heat storage unit heated with one batch of wood
showed that less than half of the PCM in the heat storage unit had melted. Based on this
result it was decided to halve the length of the storage unit from 100 mm to 50 mm. The
second approach that was studied was halving the heat flux, and increase the burning
duration by twofold for one batch of wood. The results covers only the use of PCM with
aluminium foam.
Figures 5.15 – 5.18 show various results for a heat storage unit with a length of 50 mm
heated with one batch of wood. The results are compared to results for a heat storage unit
with a length of 100 mm. Figure 5.15 shows the melting front in the heat storage unit.
The figure shows that approximately 72% (36 mm out of 50 mm) of the PCM had melted.
Compared to approximately 27% for the heat storage unit with a length of 100 mm. This
shows a significant increase.
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Figure 5.15: Melting front for a storage unit with a length of 50 mm.
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Figure 5.16: Temperature at hot surface for a storage unit with a length of 50 mm.
Figure 5.16 shows the temperature at the hot surface of the heat storage unit. The figure
shows that the temperature had increased above the critical temperature. Compared to
the heat storage unit with a length of 100 mm, the temperature increased by approxi-
mately 10◦C.
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Figure 5.17: Heat flux for a storage unit with a length of 50 mm.
Figure 5.17 shows the heat flux for the heat storage unit. The figure shows that the
heat flux from the storage unit to the surroundings does not fulfill the requirement of
2200 W/m2. Compared to results for the heat storage with a length of 100 mm, the heat
flux did not increase significantly.
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Figure 5.18 shows the temperature at the cold surface of the heat storage unit. Compared
to results from the heat storage unit with a length of 100 mm, the temperature shows an
increase of about 10◦C.
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Figure 5.18: Temperature at cold surface for a storage unit with a length of 50 mm.
The heat flux was halved and the burning duration doubled for the new approach. Fig-
ures 5.19 – 5.22 show various results for the heat storage unit heated with the new heat
flux. The results show a comparison of two heat storage units with different lengths. The
length of the heat storage units are 100 mm and 50 mm. The figures show results for
PCM with aluminium foam only.
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Figure 5.19: Melting front for two heat storage units with a length of 100 mm and 50
mm.
Figure 5.19 shows the melting front position for the two heat storage units with different
lengths. The comparison show that the storage unit with a length of 50 mm had melted
the most.
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Figure 5.20: Temperature at hot surface for two heat storage units with a length of
100 mm and 50 mm.
Figure 5.20 shows the temperature at the hot surface. The comparison show that the
storage unit with a length of 50 mm reached a higher temperature than the storage unit
with a length of 100 mm. The results show that the temperature obtained for both heat
storage units is within the required temperature of 150◦C.
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Figure 5.21: Heat flux for two heat storage units with a length of 100 mm and 50 mm.
Figure 5.21 shows the heat flux for the two heat storage units. The results show that the
heat flux from the heat storage unit with a length of 50 mm is higher than the heat flux
for the heat storage unit with a length of 100 mm. Neither of the heat storage units fulfill
the required rate of heat transfer to the surroundings.
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Figure 5.22 shows the temperature at the cold surface for the two heat storage units. The
comparison show that the temperature for the heat storage unit with a length of 50 mm
is higher than for the storage unit with a length of 100 mm.
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Figure 5.22: Temperature at cold surface for two heat storage units with a length of 100
mm and 50 mm.
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5.6 Summary, conclusions and discussion
An overall heat storage model was developed to combine heat supply, storage and dis-
tribution. The simulations were carried out with PCM and PCM with aluminium foam
to enhance the heat distribution in the heat storage unit and the heat transfer rate to
the surroundings. The aluminium foam had a porosity of 95%. A heat flux based on
calculations of batch combustion of wood was supplied from the wood stove to the heat
storage unit. A convective heat transfer coefficient based on the fin arrangement found
in Chapter 3 was used as boundary condition on cold surface, and the effective thermal
conductivity for liquid erythritol from Chapter 4 was used.
The results obtained included the position of the melting front, temperature at the hot
surface, temperature at the cold surface and the heat flux from the storage unit rejected
to the surroundings. The results showed that about 41% of the PCM melted compared
to 27% of PCM with aluminium foam. This is a surprisingly low amount of melted PCM
considering the length of the storage unit. The temperatures obtained at hot and cold
surfaces for PCM with aluminium foam were both below the critical temperature of 150◦C.
The heat flux rejected to the surroundings, however, did not reach the required rate of
heat transfer of 2200 W/m2.
After 1 hour a second batch of wood was added to the heat storage unit. This simulation
considered only PCM with aluminium foam. This time 80% of the PCM in the storage unit
melted. The temperature at the hot surface increased beyond the critical temperature of
150◦C. The heat flux rejected to the surroundings did not increase significantly compared
to a storage unit heated with one batch of wood.
An optimisation of the heat storage unit was conducted. A first approach was to halve
the length of the storage unit to 50 mm, since a storage unit with a length of 100 mm
proved to be excess to requirements. A second approach was to halve the heat flux and
increase the burning time by twofold.
For all the obtained results the heat transfer to the surroundings was not fulfilled according
to the requirements, and the length of the PCM heat storage was proved to be excessive.
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Chapter 6
Summary, conclusions and
recommendations
6.1 Summary and conclusions
Methods for enhancing the heat transfer from a PCM heat storage unit to the surroundings
were studied. The studies considered both free convection and radiation heat transfer.
The objective was to find a suitable fin geometry for heat rejection to the surroundings.
Based on the study it was concluded that a fin channel was the best choice prior to the
fin array. Calculations showed that with a fin height of 15 mm, a fin spacing of 14 mm
and a base-to-ambient temperature difference of 100◦C the geometry would meet the
requirements of heat transfer by 2200 W/m2 to the surroundings. It was however found
that with a decreasing base-to-ambient temperature difference the heat transfer to the
surroundings would decrease significantly.
A PCM heat storage unit was investigated experimentally. The experiments considered
two different setups, supplying heat to the heat storage units top surface and supplying
heat to the bottom surface. The results from the experiment where the heat storage unit
was heated from the top surface showed that only 30% of the PCM inside the storage unit
had melted after 25 hours. Comparing temperatures and position of the thermocouples
to numerical simulations however showed good agreement with an average relative error
of 0.8%. The heat storage unit heated from below proved that heat transfer by free
convection in the liquid phase had a significant impact on the melting pace of the PCM.
All PCM inside the heat storage unit had melted after 18 hours. The comparison of results
from the experiments with numerical simulations did however not show an immediate
agreement or similar behaviour.
The effective thermal conductivity of erythritol was estimated based on the experiments.
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An uncertainty analysis was performed on the obtained effective conductivity. The re-
sults from the uncertainty analysis showed that the uncertainty of the effective thermal
conductivity obtained from the experiment where the heat storage unit was heated from
the top had the highest uncertainty of 31%. It was concluded that the method employed
for studying the effective thermal conductivity was inaccurate.
An overall heat storage model was developed to combine heat supply, storage and dis-
tribution. The simulations were performed using PCM as well as PCM with aluminium
foam to enhance the heat distribution in the heat storage unit and the heat transfer rate
to the surroundings. The results from the first simulations showed that a heat storage
unit containing PCM only had melted 41% compared to 27% for PCM with aluminium
foam, and the temperature at hot surface was within the requirements of 150◦C. The
heat transfer from cold surface to the surroundings showed that neither PCM nor PCM
with aluminium foam had reached the required value of 2200 W/m2. An optimization of
the heat storage unit was performed. Because the size of the PCM heat storage unit was
proved to be excessive, the optimization included halving the length of the PCM heat
storage from 100 mm to 50 mm. The other approach was to double the burning duration
and halving the heat flux. The results showed that the heat storage unit did not fulfill
the requirement of heat transfer to the surroundings for any of the improvements made.
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6.2 Recommendations for further work
The experimental setup of a heat storage unit heated from below proved that free con-
vection heat transfer in the liquid phase had a significant impact on the melting phase
of the PCM. The results compared to numerical simulations did however not show an
immediate agreement. Heat transfer with free convection is very beneficial and should be
investigated with more experiments, preferably in combination with a wood stove. Be-
cause the comparison with numerical simulations did not show similar behaviour, a new
and improved numerical model should be developed for better comparison of the results
from experiments.
The overall heat storage model showed the most disappointing results. The model did
show interesting and to some extent good results, but none of the models tested or the
implemented improvements caused the model to fulfill the requirements of heat transfer
by 2200 W/m2. Specific proposals for improvement are to optimize the length of the
heat storage unit. By optimizing the length, more of the PCM can be melted and more
heat can be stored as latent heat. The fin channel geometry at the outer surface could
be dimensioned for a base-to-ambient temperature difference of less than 100◦C. By
overdimensioning the heat transfer from the fin geometry the heat transfer from the heat
storage unit could be enhanced. The aluminium foam inside the heat storage unit could
be adapted or replaced with aluminium fins. Different arrangements of the aluminium
inside the heat storage could be investigated to obtain a better heat distribution in the
heat storage unit. If the aluminium arrangements were placed at the beginning of the
heat storage, keeping a distance of PCM only at the cold surface, the heat transfer inside
the heat storage unit would be fast, the heat distribution good, and the heat transfer
from the heat storage unit to the surroundings slower.
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Appendix A
Data
A.1 Material properties
Table A.1: Material properties of teflon
Properties Value Unit
Thermal conductivity 0.25 W/mK
Specific heat capacity 1300 J/kgK
Density 2160 kg/m3
Table A.2: Material properties of silcapor
Properties Value Unit
Thermal conductivity 0.02 W/mK
Specific heat capacity 733 J/kgK
Density 280 kg/m3
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Table A.3: Material properties of Erythritol
Properties Expression Value Unit
Molecular formula – C4H10O4 –
Molecular mass – 122.12 g/mol
Melting temperature Tm 118 ◦C
Max temperature Tmax 160 ◦C
Latent heat Hsl 339.8 kJ/kg
Specific heat capacity, solid Cps 1380 J/kgK
Specific heat capacity, liquid Cpl 2760 J/kgK
Thermal conductivity, solid (20 ◦C) ks 0.733 W/mK
Thermal conductivity, liquid (140 ◦C) kl 0.326 W/mK
Density, solid ρs 1480 kg/m3
Density, liquid ρl 1300 kg/m3
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A.2 Material properties of erythritol with aluminium
foam with a porosity of 95%
Table A.4: Material properties of aluminum [5]
Variable Expression Value Unit
Thermal conductivity k 237 W/mK
Specific heat capacity Cp 903 J/kgK
Density ρ 2702 kg/m3
Density
ρtot =
ρ(PCM)V(PCM) + ρ(al)V(al)
Vtot
= ρ(PCM)ε+ ρ(al)(1− ε) (A.1)
V(PCM) = εVtot (A.2)
V(al) = (1− ε)Vtot (A.3)
Vtot = pir2h (A.4)
where
ρ kg/m3 Density
V m3 Volume
ε – Porosity
Specific heat capacity
Cptot =
Cp(PCM)m(PCM) + Cp(al)m(al)
mtot
(A.5)
where
Cp J/kgK Specific heat capacity
m kg Mass
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Latent heat
Hsl =
Hsl(PCM)m(PCM)
mtot
(A.6)
Hsl(tot) =
Hsl(s) +Hsl(l)
2 (A.7)
where
Hsl kJ/kg Latent heat
m kg Mass
Table A.5: Properties of erythritol including aluminium foam with a porosity of 95%
Variable Expression Value Unit
Effective thermal conductivity, solid keff−s 5.31 W/mK
Effective thermal conductivity, liquid keff−l 4.85 W/mK
Latent heat Hsl 308 kJ/kg
Density, solid ρs 1541 kg/m3
Density, liquid ρl 1349 kg/m3
Specific heat capacity, solid Cps 1624 J/kgK
Specific heat capacity, liquid Cpl 2945 J/kgK
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Net heat storage capacity
A numerical model was developed to calculate the total internal energy in the heat storage
unit. The boundary condition at hot and cold surface was 150◦C and 94◦C, respectively.
The temperatures was obtained from TT13 and TT15 at steady state. A 1D model was
developed. The model considered heat transfer with phase change, and was simulated
untill reached steady state. Table B.1 show the total internal energy obtained from
Comsol Multiphysics at steady state and ambient.
Table B.1: Net heat storage capacity found using Comsol
Variable Expression Value Unit
Total internal energy at S.S. ESS 302.5 kJ/kg
Total internal energy at 20◦C Eamb -8.5 kJ/kg
Total internal energy ∆E 311 kJ/kg
Table 4.3 shows the material properties used. Because erythritol expand with 10% when
liquid the mean density was calculated and used in the simulations, where ρm = 1379
kg/m3. The melting front position was found from the temperature profile in the simula-
tions, where the position of the melting front, S, was 41 mm and considered uniform.
Vtot =
piD2h
4 Vmelt =
piS2h
4 Vsol = Vtot − Vmelt (B.1)
mtot = Vtot · ρm mmelt = Vmelt · ρm msol = Vsol · ρm (B.2)
Net heat storage capacity was calculated based on Table B.1 and Equations B.1 and B.2.
The amount of latent heat was calculated according to equation B.3.
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Emelt = Hsl ·mmelt (B.3)
Table B.2: Net heat storage capacity from calculations
Variable Expression Value Unit
Latent heat Emelt 148.7 kJ
Sensible heat Esol 200.4 kJ
Table B.2 shows the amount of latent and sensible heat. The total internal energy deter-
mined from Comsol was 336.8 kJ. Where the total internal energy from calculations for
latent and sensible heat was 349.1 kJ. This shows a difference of approximately 4%. The
determining of the position of the melting front can be the reason for the deviation, as
the calculations are quite sensitive on small variations.
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Uncertainty analysis
The procedure of the uncertainty analysis is performed according to Moffat [9] and
Wheeler and Ganji[13]. An uncertainty analysis is a process of determining the effect
the uncertainties the measurements have on the calculated result. The analysis is only
as good as the equations it is based on, and incomplete equations can underestimate the
uncertainty on the result, but also overstating the error can overestimate the total uncer-
tainty [9]. The larger the uncertainties are, the more it will dominate the result. Reducing
the uncertainty on the calculated result can be gained more effectively by reducing one
single large error than reducing several small errors [13].
If Xi is a variable with a known uncertainty, ∆Xi, it may be presented by
Xi = Xi(measured)±∆Xi (C.1)
the result R of an experiment with a set of measurement will have an uncertainty in the
calculated result, ∆R, such that
R = R(X1, X2, X3, ...., Xn)±∆R (C.2)
The uncertainty ∆R can be estimated with a root-sum-square equation considering all
individual uncertainties
∆R =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(
∂R
∂Xi
∆Xi
)2
(C.3)
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C.1 Uncertainties
A total of three different conductivities have been obtained, one for solid and two for
liquid erythritol. Using the obtained value for the solid erythritol the conductivity of
the liquid phase have been determined. One from the experiment where the heat storage
where heated from the top and one from the experiment where the heat storage where
heated from below.
Table C.1 show the uncertainty of the individual variables which influence the estimation
of the thermal conductivities. The uncertainty in temperature of the thermocouple will
either be ±0.4% for thermocouples that are not calibrated, or 0.3K for thermocouples
that are calibrated. As the non-calibrated thermocouple can contribute to a significant
difference in the temperatures of the thermocouples, the overall uncertainty of the liquid
erythritol have been calculated concerning both uncertainties separately.
Table C.1: Uncertainties
Variable Uncertainty
Hot disk instrument ±5.00%
Heat flux indicator ±3.00%
Non-calibrated thermocouple ±0.40% (in K)
Calibrated thermocouple ±0.30K
Melting front (±2σ) ±4.18%
Melting temperature ±0.50K
Position of thermocouple ±1.00mm
Assuming a Gaussian distribution of the melting front parameter, S, the individual un-
certainty is calculated as a standard deviation difference between the measured result and
a curve-fit used as reference. The standard deviation is defined as
σ =
√√√√ 1
n− 1
n∑
j=1
(
Sj − S
)2
(C.4)
For a 95% confidence interval, the uncertainty is 2σ.
C.2 Conductivity of solid erythritol
Conductivity of solid erythritol is measured using a Hot Disk instrument. The conduc-
tivity is a function of temperature, where the uncertainty of the Hot Disk instrument
is ±5%. Table C.2 show the measured value of solid conductivity of erythritol and its
uncertainty.
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Table C.2: Uncertainty of solid erythritol
Variable Value (W/mK) Uncertainty
ksolid 0.78 ±5%
C.3 Liquid conductivity:
Experiment heated from the top
The liquid conductivity is obtained using a Matlab computer code and a model in Comsol
Multiphysics developed by Kristjansson. The computer codes works as a black box where
the uncertainties of each individual parameter is calculated separately. The nominal value
of liquid conductivity is 0.40 W/mK. Table C.4 show the uncertainty of each individual
parameter, and table C.5 show the uncertainty of the liquid conductivity.
qs =
2piLksilcapor
ln(ro/ri)
4
D3pi
(C.5)
where
qs W/m3K Volumetric heat loss
ksilcapor W/mK Conductivity of slicapor
L m Length of heat storage
ro m Outer radius
ri m Inner radius
D m Diameter of heat storage
∆qs
qs
=
√√√√(∆L
L
)2
+
(
∆ro
ro
)2
+
(
∆ri
ri
)2
+
(
∆D
D
)2
(C.6)
Table C.3: Nominal values and individual uncertainties for qs
Variable Nominal value Unit Expression Individual uncertainty
qs (0− 25mm) 8.872 W/m3K – –
qs (25− 100mm) 14.298 W/m3K – –
ksilcapor 0.020 W/mK – –
L 0.100 m ∆L/L 0.7223
ro 0.224 m ∆ro/ro 0.6521
ri 0.074 m ∆ri/ri 0.6521
D 0.100 m ∆D/D −2.1669
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Table C.4: Individual uncertainties of liquid conductivity from black box
Variable Uncertainty k+l k
−
l
∣∣∣knom − k+l ∣∣∣ ∣∣∣knom − k−l ∣∣∣ max (∆kl/kl)x
ksolid ±5.0% 0.43 0.40 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.075
Cp ±5.0% 0.43 0.41 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.075
ρ ±1.0% 0.41 0.39 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.025
Non-cal. Th ±0.4% 0.41 0.42 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.050
Calibrated Th ±0.3K 0.40 0.43 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.075
Pos. of TT01 ±1mm 0.48 0.37 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.200
Pos. of TT02 ±1mm 0.40 0.41 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.025
Pos. of TT03 ±1mm 0.40 0.41 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.025
Pos. of TT04 ±1mm 0.42 0.42 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.050
Pos. of TT05 ±1mm 0.41 0.43 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.075
Pos. of TT06 ±1mm 0.34 0.43 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.150
Pos. of TT07 ±1mm 0.42 0.40 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.050
Pos. of TT08 ±1mm 0.40 0.41 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.025
Pos. of TT09 ±1mm 0.42 0.41 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.050
qs ±2.46W/m3K 0.42 0.40 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.050
∣∣∣knom − k+l ∣∣∣∣∣∣knom − k−l ∣∣∣
max⇒
(
∆kl
kl
)
x
= ∂kl
∂x
∆x
∆kl
kl
=
√√√√√(∆kl
kl
)2
ks
+
(
∆kl
kl
)2
Cp
+
(
∆kl
kl
)2
ρ
+
(
∆kl
kl
)2
Th
+
(
∆kl
kl
)2
TT01
+ . . . (C.7)
Table C.5: Uncertainty of liquid conductivity
Expression Uncertainty
Th ± 0.4% Th ± 0.3K
∆kl/kl 30.7% 31.2%
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C.4 Liquid conductivity:
Experiment heated from below
The liquid conductivity from experiment where the heat storage where heated from below
is calculated according to
kl =
qS
(Th − Tm) (C.8)
where
kl W/mK Liquid conductivity of erythritol
q W/m2 Heat flux
S m Melting front
Th K Hot temperature
Tm K Melting temperature
From equation C.8 the uncertainty in liquid conductivity is expressed as
∆kl
kl
=
√√√√(∆q
q
)2
+
(
∆S
S
)2
+
(
∆Th
Th
)2
+
(
∆Tm
Tm
)2
(C.9)
Table C.6 show the measured nominal value for different time steps, table C.7 show the
individual uncertainties for each time step, and table C.8 show the uncertainty and average
uncertainty of liquid conductivity.
Table C.6: Measured nominal values for different time steps
Variable Value 20000s 40000s 60000s
kl W/mK 3.7764 6.5260 8.5004
q W/m2 1523.0 1559.7 1472.1
S m 0.0258 0.0570 0.0874
Th K 401.40 404.66 406.14
Tm K 391.00 391.00 391.00
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Table C.7: Individual uncertainties for liquid conductivity measurements
Variable Expression Uncertainty20000s 40000s 60000s
q ∆q/q 0.1133 0.1952 0.2550
S ∆S/S 0.1579 0.2720 0.3553
Th ± 0.4% ∆Th/Th −0.5832 −0.7708 −0.9122
Th ± 0.3K ∆Th/Th −0.1090 −0.1429 −0.1685
Tm ∆Tm/Tm −0.1816 −0.2381 −0.2808
Table C.8: Uncertainty and average uncertainty of liquid conductivity
Time Expression Uncertainty
Th ± 0.4% Th ± 0.3K
20000s ∆kl/kl 16.97% 7.61%
40000s ∆kl/kl 13.38% 6.66%
60000s ∆kl/kl 12.35% 6.43%
Average uncertainty 14.23% 6.90%
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Risk assessment
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